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Soft power, hard task
Russia, Syria and the US work
together for a diplomatic solution to
Syrian chemical weapons. Keep reading
to learn how military intervention in
Syria could be averted. Page 3

Get a Liberal Arts
Foundation

World AIDS Day highlights the continuing
search for a cure to HIV/AIDS. Scientists
hope that one day, no one will be affected
by the ravaging virus. Page 4

“Grace Unplugged”
finds outlet at Taylor

The upcoming Christian film “Grace
Unplugged” had a special advanced
screening this week at Taylor. Is the movie
worth watching when it comes to select
theatres Oct. 4? Check out the Arts &
Entertainment section for a review. Page 6

Bye-bye, iOS
pie: the day
skeuomorphism died

Apple is following the growing trend
towards flat interfaces. Read our thoughts
on the move away from real-world
references in digital tools. Page 7

Women’s Cross
Country Ranked
Highest In Team
History

Women’s cross country ranked No.
15 – highest in program history. Read
what makes the Trojan XC squad one of
the top teams in the nation. Page 8
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Decades after historic
game, Trojans to host
African-American college
Erika Norton
News Co-Editor

In October 1954, the Taylor Trojans
played in Tennessee’s first ever interracial football game at Fisk University in Nashville.
Now, 59 years later, the Taylor football team will be hosting Lane College, a traditionally African-American
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the importance of the game in
sports history.

“I think it says that those
who have gone before us had
the right idea and I’m very
proud of that.”
“I think it’s an amazing historical
fact for Taylor, for who we are and
what we’re about, for Taylor’s name
to have been the first to reach out

and bridge that gap with an African-American sports team,” Fincannon said.
Because this year marks the 50th
anniversary of Dr. Martin Luther
King’s “I Have a Dream” speech and
it has been almost 60 years since the
historic Fisk game, Habecker feels it
is important to have the game this fall.
Habecker hopes to make sure those
coming from Lane and their team
feel welcomed.
Bridging Continued on page 2

A day of vocation
Taylor Honors conference
welcomes students to a day
of discussion on vocation.
Kacey Heinlein

Today and is an award-winning author and blogger. The topic she will
address is “Finding Your Voice (In A
Noisy World).”
Other conference speakers include Tom Nelson, J.R. Briggs, Greg
Contributor
and Laura Carmer and J. Brent Bill.
“What does it mean to have a life Speakers from the Taylor community
worth living?”
include Tim Hermann, Kathryn LudThis is the question the Taylor Uni- wig, Sara Hightower, Drew Moser and
versity Honors Conference, “Vocation: an alumni panel.
a Call to Faithfulness,” will answer
Various aspects of vocation will
for attendees, according to Honors be explored including how relationGuild Director Scott Moeschberger. ships affect calling, managing multiThe fourth annual conference will ple callings, vocation in the context
take place Saturday, Sept. 28, from of family and understanding calling
9:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Speakers from in the context of one’s life. Q-and-A
on and off campus will focus on how sessions and panel discussions will
vocation encompasses not only one’s also be featured.
job, but also one’s spiritual calling and
how the two intersect.
“Vocation is a misunderstood
“It’s not just, ‘What do I want to be
term, and our hope is to
when I grow up?’ but ‘How do I respond to God’s will in my life?’” Scott
reclaim and refine how we
Moeschberger said. “(It) can be part
understand it”
of a career, but it’s also much deeper,
a spiritual act as well.”
Jennifer Moeschberger, director of
“One of my hopes for the conferHonors Guild programming, also em- ence is that it starts dialogue,” Scott
phasized that vocation is not merely Moeschberger said. “We really want
this to be an all-campus discussion .
a career.
“Vocation is a misunderstood term, . . It’s not an academic endeavor. It’s
and our hope is to reclaim and refine a very personal, spiritual discussion.”
how we understand it,” she said.
In past years, the conference has
The conference will feature key- drawn about 350 attendees, but
note speakers Steven Garber and 600 or more attendees are expected
Rachel Held Evans. Garber is a wide- this year, along with representatives
ly-known speaker dedicated to inte- from at least six other colleges. Taygrating faith, vocation and culture. He lor freshman are required to attend
is the author of the book “The Fabric due to the the topic’s prominence
of Faithfulness: Weaving Together Be- in the revamped Foundations of the
lief and Behavior.” His session will ad- Christian Liberal Arts class, accorddress some of the themes in his book ing to Scott Moeschberger. However,
as well as show how belief affects ac- the conference will be relevant for
all students.
tion and calling.
Evans was named one of the “50 Most
“We believe this is a significant topInfluential Women” by Christianity ic, addressing the key issues students
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school from Jackson, Tenn., in tomorrow’s game.
The fact that Taylor broke the race
barrier with intercollegiate football in
the state of Tennessee is very significant, according to Taylor president
Eugene Habecker. He explained how
Taylor has been a trailblazer in empowering minorities.
“I think it says that those who have
gone before us had the right idea and
I’m very proud of that,” Habecker said.
Taylor Athletic Director Angie Fincannon also highlighted
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Speaker Steven Garber

Speaker Rachel Held Evans

are trying to work through during
these college years,” Jennifer Moeschberger said.
“It can be for the senior, getting
to grips with the next transition in
their lives,” Scott Moeschberger said.
“In our current economy, getting a
job is very important. You’re investing a lot of money being at Taylor, so
you should think about employment,
but remember there’s a much deeper
call. We want to leave students with
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a sense of that call.”
Registration is free to all students
but ends today, so students must
register as quickly as possible. Some
sessions are already at capacity. To
register, students can follow the
link under the registration information tab at tuhonorsconference.com.
The site also contains more information about the speakers and details of
the sessions.
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Let’s introduce campus to TSO, which plays
a much more integral part in our life than
we realize.
Meeting TSO
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK
Gunman and 11 Victims Killed
in Shooting at D.C. Navy Yard
www.nytimes.com

DECADES-OLD MYSTERIES SOLVED?
www.cnn.com

Battles rage in Syria ahead of talks at
the United Nations
www.reuters.com

student leadership.
Kevin Crosby came alongside
Hughes and invited Earth and Environmental Science Department Chair
Mike Guebert to assist in the creation
process. Over the summer, Crosby
and Guebert worked together to develop the program. They researched
the best practices from other schools
and found funding for coordinator
Mike Greening, an MES student who
will lead the SAs and facilitate the
program under the Crosby’s direction.
Greening will meet weekly with the
SAs to identify potential conservation
projects on campus and equip them
with the tools necessary to make an
impact on campus.
“A few events you can look forward

Co-Editor In Chief

There’s a new Residence Life position at Taylor, and this one impacts
students and the world at large. Sustainability Assistants, or SAs, are volunteer student representatives who
educate students in their respective
residence halls about environmental
issues and act as change agents for
sustainable living.
The idea for the program sprang up
last year during the Freshmen Honors Cohort trip to the Bahamas. The
group had the great opportunity of
bouncing ideas off President Eugene
Habecker and Marylou Habecker for
sustainability initiatives on campus.
After a few brainstorming sessions,
the idea for a Sustainability Assistant materialized.
“Dr. Habecker encouraged us saying that if sustainability was really
going to take hold and gain support
at TU, initiatives would have to come
through the students,” said sophomore honors student Taylor Hughes.
Inspired, Hughes returned spring
semester to see the idea through,
visiting Coordinator of Stewardship
and Sustainability Kevin Crosby and
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“SAs can be another part of
TU that can lead students
into a life devoted to growth,
healing, and creating beauty.”
to this year will be a campus-wide
energy-saving competition and
an end-of-the-year recycling drive,”
Greening said.
The SA initiative will start out as
a pilot program this year, but if successful will receive long-term funding.
“My vision for it is that 25 years from
now . . . everyone is going to assume
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“My hope with Lane, which is a
Christian college connected with
the Christian Methodist Episcopal
Church, is that we’ll be able to set up
a ‘home at home,’” Habecker said. “I
want to start a contest, so maybe next
year we go down there.”
Echoing Habecker, Fincannon
says she feels honored that Lane is
coming to Taylor and hopes they
feel welcome.
If a contest is started, it will be one
of the first African-American football
contests with Taylor since the Fisk
game. Habecker also hopes to start
things like internships with students
and faculty exchanges with Lane.
“I don’t know what the Lord has up
His sleeve, but I’d be very open to exploring those kinds of mutually beneficial, collaborative relationships,”
Habecker said.
Fincannon believes the chance to
Illustration by Awareness Ideas
play Lane at this time was providen“You might think your actions will tial. It wasn’t originally in the foothave little effect, but one person can ball team’s schedule, she explained,
influence many, and together, our but due to scheduling changes, both
small actions can make a big differ- teams had an open spot on Sept. 21.
ence, for the university, for God and
“God puts these opportunities in
for his creation,” Guebert said.
our journey of opportunity,” FincanThere will be two SAs per residence non said. “We were just thrilled when
hall and others assigned to Campbell they said yes and right now, we just
and Wolgemuth. The program is still want to have a great game and to be
looking for additional SAs and is in the best host that we can be.”
particular need for representatives
Fincannon said that head coach
from Breuninger, Samuel Morris and Ron Korfmacher hoped to play Fisk
Gerig Hall. The position requires 2-4 University again; however, they no
hours a week. If you are interested, longer have a football program.
email Kevin Crosby.
“We want them to feel cared for and
I hope our campus really embraces
this opportunity, and I think they will,”
Fincannon said.
The Trojans shut out Fisk in the
1954 game by a score of 32-0. Both
Habecker and Fincannon are looking forward to a great game.
“They’re NCAA Division II, which
usually means they give out more
scholarships and play bigger schools
than we do, but I think we’ll do okay,”
Habecker said.
of
The Taylor Trojans are 1-1 and the
r
o
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Lane Dragons are currently 2-0. KickMaciasO.
Intercurams
Prog
off is scheduled for tomorrow at 1 p.m.
living practices that can be carried
on with each individual once they
leave campus.”
Similar to Greening, Guebert believes the impact Taylor students
have on and off campus goes far beyond current understanding. It’s
everyone’s responsibility, not just
the SAs.
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that the SAs have been there as long
as the PAs and the DAs and it’s just
a part of the Taylor culture,” Crosby said.
Hughes hopes to see the program inspire growth among Taylor in awareness and involvement
with sustainability.
“I hope for ‘living lightly’ and being
aware of our impact, not only on the
people around us, but on the land
around us,” Hughes said. “That, in
some way, SAs can be another part
of TU that can lead students into a
life devoted to growth, healing, and
creating beauty.”
Students have the opportunity to
grow spiritually with the help of DAs
and DCs and personally with the
help of PAs, but now they can grow
to make an impact on God’s creation
and their bank account with the help
of SAs.
“The sustainability initiative can
be seen as a co-curricular for students, educating and engaging them
outside the classroom to be better
world citizens and know more about
creation care and Christian stewardship,” Crosby said.
But sustainability also has a practical aspect. In life after Taylor, students may want to know how to
reduce money on their utility bills so
they can tithe more to the church or
save it for other things.
“Developing a mindset of sustainable living is a practice that can be
used in all areas of life,” Greening
said. “I think the campus culture at
Taylor will be welcoming of the opportunity to improve sustainable
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6 dead as train, bus collide in Ottawa
www.USAToday.com

Bridging continued from page 1

SAs—the newest
ResLife position
Sustainability assistants
provide environmental
initiatives
Blair Tilson

Starbucks: Please leave your guns at
home
www.washingtonpost.com
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Claire Hadley
News Co-Editor

Out of the dictionary of acronyms
used around campus, perhaps one of
the most important is TSO. Otherwise
known as the Taylor Student Organization, the group forms the core of
many activities around campus. But
many students are not aware of the
resources available to them through
the organizations which sit under
the TSO title. Intramurals, a campus
favorite activity, are orchestrated by
TSO, as is Airband, which is organized
and judged by the Inter-Class Council
(ICC). A considerable number of students are employees or volunteers for
TSO, and they share the large responsibility to lead the campus in multiple ways Here is your chance to get
to know TSO a little better, with the
hope of better connecting the Taylor community.

Illustration by Jonathan Eshleman

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

GUEST PIANO
RECITAL: JOO YOUNG
KIM, 7:30 p.m. Recital
Hall

SALSA NIGHT, 7-10
p.m. Student Union

OPEN LAP
SWIMMING, 2-5 p.m.
EAW Lap Pool

CHAPEL: ANGIE
BOLINE, 10 a.m.
Rediger Chapel

ZUMBA, 5:15-6:15 p.m.
KSAC Aerobics Room

MENS SOCCER VS
24@TAYLOR, All day,
BETHEL COLLEGE, 7-9 all campus
p.m. Trojan Stadium
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Diplomacy’s chance
The United States, Russia
and Syria agree to the
disarmament of chemical
weapons in Syria
Abigail Pollock

World/National Editor

Joe Friedrichsen in front of Jerusalem.

Photograph by Joe Friedrichsen

The view from Jerusalem
A Taylor student studying
abroad shares his
perspective on the world
Abigail Pollock

World/National Editor

The Editor interviewed Joe Friedrichsen, a senior International Studies major, who is enrolled in the
Middle East Studies Program through
Best Semester. He is currently living in
Beit Zafafa in East Jerusalem (Israel).

“I personally believe that
foreigners/outsiders need
to remain neutral in this
conflict if any agreement is to
be reached in the future.”
Abigail: Why did you decide to
study abroad with this program?
Joe: I decided to study abroad because
I have always been interested in the
Middle Eastern region and culture. It
was also the perfect fit for my international studies major and concentration because Taylor only offers one
class for credit. The rest of the credits
must be earned by studying abroad.
A: What makes a study abroad experience stand apart from a semester in Upland?
J: So much of the value is in the experience you get with interacting with locals, being immersed in their culture
and having to speak their language.
Physically living in another country,
especially one with a culture that is
so different from our own is exciting
and incredibly rewarding. For example, there’s something about walking
the streets of Bethlehem or Jerusalem
and having to call a taxi and speak Arabic to the driver in order to get to the
place you need to go.
A: What are your classes like,
compared to traditional Taylor courses?
J: We have four classes: Islamic
Thought and Practice, Intro to Arabic,
and Peoples and Cultures, and Conflict and Change . . . the units tend to
blend together but the speakers that
come in all have different opinions
- and some share views that are far
from mainstream. My thought process has changed from hearing all of
these different opinions, and it has
definitely helped me form a better
understanding of the conflicts and
the people involved.
A: What is one opinion you have
heard that you think would surprise Taylor students?
J: We had an ultra-pro-Zionist speaker come in who vehemently believed
in the Jewish people’s right to the
land of Judea and Samaria (the West
Bank) and all of the land that Israel
currently owns today. He also believed that the Palestinians should
move to Jordan because Jordan’s population is comprised of what he sees
as “80 percent Palestinian.” He also
believed that the Israeli-Palestinian,
Arab-Israeli, and Islam-West conflict
will not be solved until Muslims no

longer embrace Islam and convert.
A: One of the craziest/funniest/
most unexpected moments (cultural or otherwise) so far?
J: Well, when I was at an elderly center in Beit Sahour (in the West Bank)
I was told to sit awkwardly in a chair
in the middle of a bunch of old Palestinians who began talking about
how bad U.S. Foreign Policy was in the
Middle East and specifically in Syria.
They then proceeded to drill me with
questions about what I thought about
everything. It was quite the experience but I enjoyed it.
A: You have been involved in MECA
(Middle Eastern Collegiate Association) at Taylor. Do you feel
like the Palestinian/Israeli conflict has been addressed in a balanced way?
J: I know I didn’t bring in an Israeli speaker last year after bringing in
Daoud Nassar, but Daoud was propeace and was not taking a side, so
we felt that one speaker was enough.
I feel that during Tiara Shaya’s time
as President of MECA, there definitely
was a tendency to bring in many Palestinian speakers. However, I do think
she did a good job at balancing it out
by bringing in people who tended to
support Israel as well.
Last year, we chose to focus more
on the other countries and various
conflicts that have and are continually to take place in the region. My
hope for the leadership this year is
that they can continue to be non-biased in the speakers and viewpoints
that they address.
A: Is there a way to be supportive
of both Palestinian and Israel at
this point? What do you think
that would look like?
J: It is definitely possible. I personally believe that foreigners/outsiders
need to remain neutral in this conflict
if any agreement is to be reached in
the future. Being biased as a foreigner
doesn’t help anyone here. I’ve talked
to many Palestinians and Israelis who
say that what is needed is for outsiders to go back to their countries and
explain to their leaders that the region needs peacemakers rather than
opportunists who use the continuing
conflict as a means to advance their
own interest. Seeing the humanity in
the “other” is key in this conflict and
the education and exposure of each
side to one another is also very important in reconciliation because neither Palestinians nor Israelis know
much about it each other.
A: Is there a way for student who
do not choose to study abroad
to connect with the outside
world through Taylor’s study
abroad programs?
J: One way students can connect with
the outside world without being on a
study abroad program is to follow the
blogs of people who are on studying
abroad. I personally don’t have one,
but there are many that do. Also, students can visit the Middle East Studies Program’s (MESP) Facebook page
to see what we’re up to.

The American public has been waiting as the Obama administration
wavers on the edge of military intervention in Syria. This week, however,
the eyes of the international community are on Russia, Syria and the
U.S. as they seek a diplomatic solution for the issue of chemical weapons in Syria.
This shift occurred Sept. 9, when
U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry
made a seemingly offhand remark
about Syria relinquishing its chemical weapons, according to BBC. Almost immediately Russia stepped in
to urge Syria’s compliance, and Syria’s Foreign Minister Walid Muallem
himself spoke publicly in favor of the
solution. The next day, President
Obama put the Congress military
vote on hold, and on Sept. 15, after
three days of Geneva talks, Kerry and
Russian foreign minister Sergei Lavrov announced that a framework had
been completed for the confiscation
and destruction of Syrian chemical
weapons, according to NBC.
The framework requires the approval of the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
(OPCW). The Nuclear Threat Initiative’s official website says the Haguebased Council will meet Sept. 20 to
discuss the framework and their ability to implement it .
According to the deal’s timeline,
the Syrian government must submit
a report by Sept. 21 listing all types
and qualities of chemical weapons
agents, forms of storage, weapon
production facilities and other relevant information. By November, initial inspections of chemical weapons
sites must be verified and any equipment used for producing or arming
chemical weapons destroyed. The
“complete elimination of all chemical weapons material and equipment”
must be completed by the first half of

2014, according to BBC.
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad
said on Sept. 18 that it would take at
least a year and cost approximately
$1 billion to successfully fulfill the requirements of the chemical weapon
disposal deal, according to Reuters.
Some experts say al-Assad’s estimates
are low in light of the complexities of
the operation, the current lack of national facilities capable of incinerating the weapons safely and the fact
that Syria is still in the midst of a brutal civil war.
“We are committed to the full requirements of this agreement,” al-Assad stated, according to Reuters.
The first phase of the chemical
weapon negotiations was finalized
just as the U.N. released the formal investigative report of chemical weapons use in Syria.
“There is evidence that surface-to-surface rockets containing
the nerve agent sarin were used in Ein
Tarma, Moadamiyah and Zamalka in
the Ghouta area of Damascus,” the report stated, according to BBC.
The report could not verify the
number of casualties to chemical
weapons, nor could it assign responsibility for the use of sarin gas to either
al-Assad’s regime or the opposition.
Although many believe the attack was
carried out by the regime, it is not impossible for the rebels to have been
provided with chemical weapons, and
some have urged caution in assigning responsibility without hard evidence. Lavrov warned against bias in

“Mr. Rouhani was courteous, engaging,
very straightforward . . . He was
absolutely on top of his brief and
seemed to have the confidence of the
Iranian leadership.”
New president, same problems
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the interpretation of the report and
stated that there were still “serious
grounds to believe” that the attack
was a provocation by the rebels to encourage international intervention,
according to the New York Times.
U.N. Secretary General Ban Kimoon responded to the report by condemning the use of chemical weapons
as a “war crime”, and al-Assad himself
said in an exclusive interview with
Fox News that the killing of civilians
with chemical weapons was “despicable” and “a crime.”
Despite al-Assad’s diplomatic condemnation of chemical weapon usage
and commitment to the disarmament
plan, some believe the negotiations
are a stalling tactic to keep the U.S.
military out of Syria. In the chaos of
civil war, it would be simple for Syria
to hide unreported chemical weapons or impede the efforts of the OPCW
to implement the disarmament. The
international community has not
agreed on a plan of action if Syria
proves uncooperative.
“In the event of noncompliance,
including unauthorised transfer, or
any use of chemical weapons by anyone in Syria, the U.N. Security Council
should impose measures under Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter,” the framework states, according to BBC.
However, Russia and the U.S. have
not agreed on the meaning of the U.N.
charter in terms of enforcement strategy. The U.S. is committed to keeping
the possibility of military intervention
on the table, while Russia remains opposed to any military action in Syria
even in reaction to non-compliance,
according to BBC.
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Vladamir Putin and Barack Obama discuss the Syrian crisis.

Hilarious headlines
Riding under the influence:

A burning problem

Pretty-normal activity

Huffington Post reports that a Colorado man was arrested after being found drunk on horseback with
a black-powder pistol and a pug
named Bufford in his backpack last
Tuesday. The police charged Patrick
Neal Shumacher with animal cruelty,
reckless endangerment, and prohibited use of weapons. Schumacher’s excuse? He was late for a wedding 600
miles away.

A man in Britain decided that the best
way to help his neighbor remove a
colony of wasps from his house was
to simply “smoke them out” using a
burning rag tied to a stick, the Telegraph reports. The plan worked about
as expected: a gust of wind fanned
the burning rag’s flame into a conflagration that needed ten firefighters to quench. The neighbor was
not amused.

Ohio State University students discovered that they had one more
roommate than they had bargained
for this week, according to Huffington Post. The group of students lived
in an off campus apartment and had
often joked about the apartment being haunted before discovering that
a man had been living in their basement for almost a month.

New president, same problems
Iran’s new president hailed
as moderate, but how
much will change?
Patrick Neer
Contributor

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani
was quoted Monday saying Iran will
support whomever the Syrian people elect as their leader, according
to Associated Press. His announcement represents a shift, if not practically then politically, away from
the outspoken support that Iran
has traditionally given to the Syrian
government.
Rouhani came to power in June of
2013, winning a landslide victory with
the campaign slogan of “moderation
and wisdom,” the BBC reports.
“I have assumed this responsibility with the support of those people
who want change, who want a better life, away from corruption, poverty and discrimination, people who
want more respect and dignity, and
hope in a secure future,” Rouhani said
at his inauguration.
Rouhani has been a major figure in
Iranian politics since the 1979 Islamic Revolution. He has served in many
governmental positions, including
the Iranian Parliament and the National Security Council. Former British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw said

Rouhani was a skilled negotiator, according to a BBC profile.
“Mr. Rouhani was courteous, engaging, very straightforward… He
was absolutely on top of his brief and
seemed to have the confidence of the
Iranian leadership,” Straw said.
One of Rouhani’s biggest priorities
as president has been to repair Iran’s
image, both at home and abroad. He
has promised to limit the offensive
rhetoric that his predecessor, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, was known
for using.
Traditionally, Syria has been Iran’s
closest ally in the Middle East, according to Nicholas Kerton-Johnson,
a Taylor political science professor.
Iran has staunchly supported al-Assad’s regime since the beginning of the
conflict, supplying the government
forces with weapons and supplies,
according to The New York Times.
Recently, a video recovered during a
skirmish between government forces
and rebels shows that Iranian military
advisors have been operating in the
country for an unknown amount of
time, training troops and even serving in battle alongside them. The video includes interviews with a few of
the advisors, along with documentary-style footage, according to The
New York Times.
Recent statements from the Iranian government regarding Syria
may be interpreted as attempts to

distance Iran from Syria, in order to
curry international relationships and
increase the legitimacy of their influence in the region.
Kerton-Johnson thinks that Rouhani’s regime represents a promising
opportunity for Iran to restore relations with the West. However, while
President Rouhani promises moderation, the real power in Iran lies with
the Supreme Leader, Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei.
“This is very important—that he
(the Ayatollah) has come out in support of improving dialogue and has
told the Republican guard not to be
involved in the politics. Those are all
significant positives,” Kerton-Johnson said.
Despite this promising news from
the Ayatollah and Rouhani, the U.S.
has not backed down from its commitment to stop Iran’s uranium enrichment program. In an ABC News
interview, President Obama warned
Iran that the Syrian situation did not
mean the U.S. would hesitate to intervene to prevent Iran from developing
nuclear capability.
On the Iranian side, Rouhani may
see nuclear weapons as the only deterrent ensuring Iran’s safety if Syria falls. In Kerton-Johnson’s opinion,
Rouhani, a shrewd negotiator, will
continue to seek better international relations while pursuing Iran’s nuclear option.
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“Rugby is one of those sports where you just
have to play it to figure it out.”
A cross training kind of sport
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Get a liberal arts foundation

A foundational core class
gets a makeover from
professor Jeff Cramer
Leah Murphy

“Gattaca,” “Les Miserables,” “Hotel
Rwanda” and “The Tree of Life.” Several guest speakers will address the
class throughout the semester. Media
communication professors John and
Kathy Bruner will teach the students

Contributor

Say farewell to reading “Brave New
World” in Foundations of Christian
Thought and laughing at Professor
Cosgrove’s axe-murderer jokes. Most
of the course curriculum and format
have changed.
After 30 years, professor Mark Cosgrove passed the baton to professors
Jeff Cramer, Matt DeLong, Kevin Diller and Scott Moeschberger. According to Diller, philosophy and religion
professor, “You can’t do that class and
not be Dr. Cosgrove.” Therefore, the
updated class is titled “Foundations
of the Christian Liberal Arts.”
These four professors have split
the class into four rotating groups of
roughly 115 students. Mondays and
Fridays are lecture days and Wednesdays are discussion-based.
For one class requirement, students
choose a novel from a given list and
write a report on how it relates to to
the meaning of being human. Each
professor also has other readings, as
well as a theme book for his section
of the curriculum.
Students are also required to watch
three of the following four movies:
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Professor Cramer teaches Foundations of
the Christian Liberal Arts for the first time.

knowledge through lectures and his
theme book “The Idea of a Christian
College” by Arthur F. Holmes.
how to think critically about film,
“Their own transformation is part of
while Nancy Dayton, chair of the En- God’s project—becoming the person
glish Department,will help the stu- God created them to be,” DeLong said.
dents review books.
Moeschberger, Honors Guild diThe course encourages students to rector and assistant professor of psythink theologically and live a Chris- chology and MAHE, is teaching about
tian life in a right relationship with what it means to reconcile with othGod, creation, neighbors and self.
ers. Taylor University is known for its
All four professors are preparing intentional community. However, this
the students to get everything that community can only exist if there is
they can out of other classes. The respect between the faculty and stucourse allows the students to get an dents. He is using the book, “The
understanding of why a liberal arts Sunflower,” by Simon Wiesenthal to
education is valuable.
support his lectures.
The focus of Diller’s lectures is God
himself. He teaches that “all life is an “It has been a challenge, but an
honor to take over this course,”
act of worship.” The theme book for
Diller’s section is “Delighting in the
Trinity” by Michael Reeves. DiscusCramer, a computer science professions focus on the book and on what sor, instructs students on their personal lives and how they interact with
is good and true in the world.
“My goal is to help students get ex- the world. His section’s book is “The
cited for and maximize their Taylor Practice of the Presence of God” by
experience,” Diller said. “Their oth- Brother Lawrence. He urges the stuer classes are not just hoops to jump dents to ask, “What is human flourthrough. I want them to see God in ishing? What do the liberal arts have
things they are not usually excited to do with that? What does it mean
about.” Diller challenges students to to be human?” He says that the “libengage in all courses this way.
eral arts are a means of delving into
DeLong, a mathematics professor, flourishing.”
also teaches from Diller’s perspective:
“It has been a challenge, but an hon“It’s not what can this do for me, but or to take over this course,” Cramer
what can this do to me?”
said. His hope for the year sums up
DeLong’s focus is creation and how the new class.
we live in it. He asks questions like,
“It is my biggest wish that at the
“What are people? Why am I here? end of the course the students will
What’s the point of creation?” De- see that their entire life is an act of
Long hopes to deepen the students’ worship. Everything they do matters.”

A cross training kind of sport
Angelina Burkholder

said. “Most of them haven’t even seen
it on TV, they just saw a rugby ball and
thought it might be fun to try out.”
Taylor rugby. It’s football minus the
In only its second year as a club
pads and soccer minus the kicking. sport, Taylor rugby is experiencing
It’s a cross-training kind of sport some growing pains as they expand.
where downs don’t exist, constant With competitive spirit comes the
movement is required and cardio
“If they’re willing to learn
endurance paired with strong coorthen they could probably
dination is essential. It might sound
confusing, but here at Taylor, they’ve
become great rugby players.”
got all that and more.
“Rugby is one of those sports where need for money and more players.
you just have to play it to figure it out,” Leckron is nervous about both.
said junior Chandon Leckron, presiLast year the rugby team petitioned
dent and co-captain of the team.
Student Senate for financial help and
About five years ago, Leckron did received $400. But there’s no guaranjust that. A previous football player, tee that’ll happen again. With a $600
wrestler and baseball player, he gave tab on the desk for new jerseys, the
up his three-sport athlete status as a team is hurting financially. But Leckjunior in high school to play one new ron is more concerned with recruitsport—rugby. And he loved it.
ing new players.
“Once I tried rugby, I quit everything,
“I wish we had the numbers,” Leckjust to play rugby,” Leckron said.
ron said. “It’s kind of up in the air
Leckron is one of few veterans at whether we would actually have
the sport. Taylor rugby is comprised enough players . . . ”
League rugby teams usually have
mostly of beginners and hopefuls.
“About 95 percent of the people about 22 players, but Taylor rugwho come out and play with us have by is comprised of only 14 commitnever played rugby before,” Leckron ted players. However, Leckron is still
L&T Co-Editor

Chandon Leckron (left) and Brandon Bennett (right)
review basic rugby moves during Tuesday practice.

positive about the year and the upcoming spring season. He’s campaigning for more players, but he also has
standards.
A team member must pay a club fee
of $25 and sign a waiver before the
first practice. New members must
also provide their own mouth guard
and maintain a C- average in order to
retain eligibility.
“I would love to have more players,
even guys who have no experience
and maybe not even much athletic
background,” Leckron said. “If they’re

The 2013-2014 rugby team begins their second year as an official competitive club team.

Do you find yourself aching for advice
for your first-world problems? Are you
losing sleep over annoying problems
that keep turning up day after day?
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willing to learn then they could probably become great rugby players.”
The team holds practices at 4:30
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
They also have optional weight lifting
sessions Saturday mornings followed
by an hour of mandatory conditioning for team members. Anyone can
join a practice to give rugby a trial
run.
Last year, Taylor rugby recorded
wins against both Indiana Wesleyan
University and Anderson University,
both strong rugby teams according
to Leckron. With many of the same
players returning, the team is ready
for another successful season regardless of financial need and low
participation numbers.
“I see a lot of returning guys, a lot
of guys who were freshmen last year
who stepped up and became leaders,”
Leckron said.
And those leaders have the chance
to do more than train hard and record wins. The rugby team wants
to make a difference. They have a
mission of influence and a vision of
change aside from their competitive
spirit.
“You see a lot of sex, drugs and violence surrounding the sport,” Leckron said. “We see it as an opportunity
to bring Christians into a non-Christian sport . . . We would like to be
a witness.”
Taylor rugby hopes to set an example with sportsmanship and Christlike attitudes during and away from
competition. For Leckron, if one soul
is touched through a game of rugby,
the rest is history.

Photograph by Luke Lines

ASK ANGELINA.
Send questions to:
lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com

ASK

ANGELINA

Dear Angelina, I go on a lot of dinner dates with my friends. Should I
sit at the corner booths or the Sammy booths?
Such a tough decision, but first
let’s all take a moment of silence
for the death of the awkwardly high date tables. We should
all agree that sitting at a table
where you stand out like a flamingo among geese is not that
big of a loss. So really, any booth
is a step up.
Now, we all know Sammy guys
are obnoxious. Sitting in close
proximity to them is always a
risk. You just might miss the most
crucial comment from your dinner date because some Broho guy
stood up to holler the arrival of the
Snake. What a loss.
Not only that, the pasta line is
between your booth and the food
wonderland of the DC. Think
about all pasta traffic you’ll have
to fight just to refill your water
glass. You just might get smacked
down when some student thinks
you’re trying to cut and you just
want dessert. God forbid they lose
their place in line.
Pick up that plate and move
on to the corner booths straight
back from the salad lines. Weaving
though groups of English girls to
get to your table might prove less
tragic. Not only that, you’re closer
to desserts, hamburgers and the
Panini press from there. What a
perfect win.
The only drawback? The booths
are located in Antarctica. Underneath most of the booths are
vents that pipe in frigid North
Pole winds. Pack your fur coat
when you sit there; I’m sure your
mother wouldn’t want you catching pneumonia.
So it comes down to choosing
between the lesser of two evils:
Antarctica or Sammy boys? Pick
your poison.
Dear Angelina, I have a lot of spare
time and get bored easily. What new
show should I start?
Busy or bored, I always make time
for my favorites, so you have come
to the right person. The top show
I would recommend to girls and
guys is “Breaking Bad.” It’s ordinary people who get caught up in
an extraordinary life. Or, in simpler terms, it’s all about drugs.
Okay, hear me out. Walter
White is a middle-aged science
teacher who finds out he has cancer and will die soon. As a way of
paying his bills and insuring his
family will be financially stable after his death, he begins cooking
meth. And he’s good at it. Walter
White, the unknown high school
teacher suddenly becomes the
biggest name in the meth market. And he . . . well you’ll have to
watch the rest.
Beyond my love for “Breaking
Bad,” I’m also a huge Gordon Ramsay fan. What’s better than a good
food show with a little drama?
Tune in to “Masterchef,” “Hell’s
Kitchen” or “Kitchen Nightmares.”
If none of those fit your style,
check out “Homeland,” “Revolution” or “Grimm” for some out-ofthe-box action.
Of course, if you wish to kill
off your brain cells with your TV
choice, tune in to “The Bachelor,” “The Bachelorette” or “The
Bachelor Pad;” they’ll all do the
job sufficiently.
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WoPro: by women for women
Hannah Haney
L&T Co-Editor

You all saw the sidewalk chalk that
covered campus announcing the first
women’s programming event of the
year, “S’more Stories.” The event took
place at Taylor lake, where Olson Hall
Director Lisa Barber and English Hall
Director Sara James spoke to women
from across campus.
Women’s programming, or WoPro, “is a group of women on campus
who are dedicated to see events being put on to benefit the other women around campus . . . ” according to
Amy Nicols, graduate assistant and
MAHE (Master of Higher Arts and Education) student.
This mission is carried out not only
by fostering women spiritually and
strengthening their relationship in
Christ, but also by bringing awareness to campus issues and encouraging fellowship among the women
on campus.

member and junior Jocelyn Moore, of Christ.”
the theme for this year is authentic“Something that I’ve been struck
ity. WoPro will focus on encourag- with is kind of allowing Taylor women
Nicols leads the program alongside Beauty Week occurs in the spring se- ing women to start “taking off our to maybe let down their guard a little
alongside a cabinet of nine under- mester and Stand Up for Your Sister masks and encouraging authenticity bit, to really be their authentic selves,
graduate students. These 10 women will take place near the middle of this as women in the community and not to really show who they are, who God
are excited for the upcoming year.
semester.
trying to find our worth in other peo- has made them to be, and so instead
“We’ve set up a lot of goals, a lot
According to returning cabinet ple but in who we are as daughters of feeling the pressure to maintain
the perfect Christian girl outof potential events that we
er exterior (they have) the opwould want to do,” Nicols
portunity to acknowledge that
said. “We really want to enwe’re all dealing with certain
courage a lot of interminthings in our lives and that’s
gling among the dorms on
campus. Because we look out
okay,” Nicols said.
and we see a fantastic body
Nicols is excited for what
of women here, but more ofthe year has in store.
ten than not, they don’t know
“I think it’s going to be a realone another. And so, through
ly good year and I’m excited for
our events and through the
what God has in store,” Nicols
things that we put on, we
said. “It’s really cool because
would love to see more womit’s events put on by the women involved with one another,
en on campus for the women
getting to know their sisters
on campus.”
in Christ in that way.”
Like the Taylor University
Stand Up for Your Sister
Women’s Programming Facebook Page and follow them on
and Capture Beauty Week,
Twitter @TUWoPro to stay up
two of the more popular
events put on by WoPro, will
to date on future events.
Photograph by Luke Lines
return this year. Capture
The women of WoPro are eager to see what God has in store this year.

BroPro: by men for men
Student group hopes to bring
men together on campus
Gracie Fairfax

realize and experience their likeness
in Christ into socially and spiritually
programmed events,” McCurry said.
McCurry organizes these events
alongside a cabinet of eight

Staff Writer

Last week, a group of guys
smashed a car in the parking lot outside the Dining
Commons. This might
sound like a concern
for campus police, but
it was actually an event
by men’s programming.
Men’s Programming, recently nicknamed BroPro, is a campus ministry
led by MAHE (Masters of
Arts in Higher Education) student Jake McCurry, known as the “fearless
leader.” The event also
included a talk from Bill
Heth, professor of biblical literature.
BroPro exists “to bring
men together from all
dorms on campus to

the Lord.
“People are pretty loyal to their
dorms, so it helps you to meet that
guy across campus that you nevundergraduate men. The men not er would have met otherwise,” said
only put on a great event for a wide senior Matt Fox, a BroPro cabinet
spectrum of men, but they also have member.
a great passion for bringing camAfter moving off campus this year,
pus men closer to each other and Fox found BroPro to be a great way to
stay involved and make
a difference in the lives
of underclassmen.
A favorite past event
among students was
“Sex, Porn, Corn and
Wine,” an event that
brought in Jay Stringer from Seattle, Wash.,
to discuss sexual addictions. This was a
lecture-style event
that talked about sexual addictions from a
Christian perspective
and how we should approach them.
Another popular
event was hosted by
biblical literature professor Richard Smith,
who spoke about sexual issues.
“It was just really cool
to
hear a professor talk
Photograph provided by Jake McCurry

about a topic like that,” said sophomore Andrew Ferro, a cabinet member. BroPro strives to tackle tough
and taboo issues. These events serve
as catalysts to get good conversations
going, according to Ferro.
In the future, BroPro hopes to partner with women’s programming (WoPro) and put on a lecture-style event
about modesty and how men and
women can live in community while
respecting each other. BroPro hopes
to include a professor’s take on the
subject. They are also interested in
putting on a Q-and-A event where
guys can ask girls about topics such
as what they look for in men.
It starts with the core of the ministry: a group of guys from all over
campus who have come together for
a united purpose in Christ in order
to do the same for the rest of campus.
At the end of this year, McCurry
hopes “that (Taylor University men)
are challenged in what it means to
be a man of God and what it means
to love others and (be) challenged in
their faith. What I want them to get
from our events is growth. . . We just
want to model love and an inclusion.
At the end of the year, we would want
every guy to know that he is welcome
at our events—not just welcome—
but we want them to come.”

The new face of BroPro prepares for an exciting year of campus outreach.

DC RECIPE WEEK

OF THE

by Julia Oller

Check out this tasty pasta concoction!
Fill up a bowl with spinach and tomatoes at the pasta line. Choose the short
Email your inventions to
pasta and grated cheese. Ladle on a large spoonful of red sauce and sprinkle
the Italian seasoning ( found above the pasta line bowls) on top. Grab a grilled lifeandtimes.echo@gmail.com
chicken breast from Homeward Bound and shred it over the pasta. Enjoy!

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Callie Haven @callie93noelle
I’m entirely convinced that Dr.
Ricke is a fictional character that
somehow got stuck here. #TaylorU

Echograms #TaylorU

Todd Naevestad @frozen_scarecro
All you need to scare someone is a
dock in the woods, a black blanket,
and some well timed lightning.
#somuchscreaming #TaylorU
Sara Linden @lindie_love
Senior Sem: the moment when I
finally find out who is actually in my
year. #immigrant #tayloru
Paige Noelle @paigeismyname18
I had a dream that Taylor made
a new rule that you could have
cats in chapel. It was the coolest.
Everyone had a cat on their lap.
#tayloru
Maky Myers @makykae
Of course it’s against the rules to
talk out the window. Only at TU.
#what #TaylorU
Austin Smith @ATSmithereens
So the bell tower has been chiming
to broadway, Star Wars, and the
entertainer. I think they’re just
messing with us now. #TaylorU

kerriguppy: “#PricelessStatuegram”

zachgoeswest: “Basement Attic treasures. #tayloru #helenahall #basementattic #officeadventures #crew4lyfe”

Joshua Chapman @joshhchapp
Seeing a face towel in the Well is
more rare than having strawberries
in the DC #TaylorU

A&E

“We want to give a product that kids are
proud of, and I don’t want them to hide their
Christian music.”
A new start for the Newsboys

TheEchoNews.com
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‘Grace Unplugged’
has some sparks
New Christian film
overcomes flaws with
good message
David Seaman
A&E Co-Editor

A young girl runs away to L.A. to pursue her dream. But what if the young
girl is a Christian? “Grace Unplugged”
asks this question. The film had an
advanced special screening Tuesday
in Metcalf 002.
Andy Peterson, a ’95 Taylor grad,
presented the film as part of Propeller Marketing, which targets potential
audiences for Christian films.
“I want to see films that are not
just evangelical, but healthy, positive
entertainment and family-friendly,”
Peterson said. “I’d like to see better
Christian movies be successful.”
Produced by Lionsgate and Roadside Attractions, “Grace Unplugged”
has a production budget of less than
$2 million and stars AJ Michalka as
Grace Trey, the daughter of converted pop star Johnny Trey.
Grace struggles in her father’s
shadow, and when his former manager Frank “Mossy” Mostin shows
up, she jumps at the chance to prove
herself. She records a demo and
sends it to Mossy, then runs away
to Los Angeles. There she begins to
experience stardom. But her father
crashed and burned in the spotlight;
only through a Christian conversion
was he able to start over. Grace must
choose to either stick with her faith or

compromise it with pressures of Hollywood and the music industry.
With stars like Miley Cyrus and
Selena Gomez falling from favor,
“Grace Unplugged” is very relevant.
A teen pop star whom Grace admires
states at one point that “your body
is currency here.” Image, rather than
ability, is the focus; the film shows
that Grace is a manufactured star
who can be replaced easily.
It’s ironic that the filmmakers
would choose AJ Michalka, who has
come out of the Disney machine. It’s
also smart. Known as half of the singing duo Aly & AJ, Michalka is wellknown with the teenage girl audience.
She is also a professed Christian. With
her casting, the film further pushes the message that you shouldn’t
compromise your faith in the music industry.
So is “Grace Unplugged” a well-done film? For the most part. Michalka
has a beautiful voice to accompany
her fine acting ability. Her innocence,
as she is surrounded by two-faced
music executives, is both sad and
charming. Michalka is convincing
as an out-of-her-element teenager.
Her conversations with her father
are cheesy in the beginning (“It’s not
about God. These days it’s all about
you!”), but they become more meaningful as the film progresses.
This is mainly because James Denton (who plays Johnny Trey) is the
best actor here. Known for his role
in “Desperate Housewives,” his appearance here is a surprise. But he
commands the role, playing the

washed-up, former-star part with
conviction. He truly does not want
his daughter’s experiences to mirror
his own.
Kevin Pollak plays Mossy as manipulative and slimy, sometimes
realistically and sometimes one-dimensionally. Michael Welch as Quentin, Grace’s love interest, was another
good call. Though not a Disney star,
he has the look and the vibe and
brings appropriate humor and romantic tension. He’s a good moral
guide for Grace as well.
Films made for a Christian audience are not known for their production values, but this one made
an impact on a small budget. “These
are real Hollywood studios with a
real Hollywood budget,” Peterson
said about “Grace Unplugged,” and
he’s not kidding. This is a great-looking and great-sounding film. The set
pieces and lighting look fantastic for
a Christian film on a limited budget,
and it helps that the film was actually shot in L.A.
So what are the flaws? “Grace Unplugged” explores many themes but
quickly disregards many of them.
When Mossy first visits Johnny, some
great manipulative dialogue flies
about how Mossy helped the star and
feels betrayed when Johnny won’t return the favor. Johnny’s conversion
sounds extremely interesting—how
did this one-hit wonder, who apparently used to be a total drunk, become
saved? This story is glossed over to focus on Grace, and though it is Johnny’s reason for concern about his
daughter, it is never fleshed out.
Another problem is how Hollywood
and the church seem separated. No
one in Hollywood, besides Grace and
Quentin, is religious. The executives

Imagine Dragons rocks Indianapolis
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Imagine Dragon’s Dan Reynolds performs for the roaring crowd.

Las Vegas band stops
in Indianapolis on
their world tour
Erin Fuhr

A&E Co-Editor

Imagine Dragons, the alternative indie rock band from Las Vegas, did
not exist four years ago. Now they are
touring the world. This Monday, they

stopped in Indianapolis.
The band, comprised of Dan Reynolds, Ben McKee, Wayne Sermon and
Dan Platzman, released their album
“Night Visions” last September and
began touring for the album shortly
after. The band’s Indianapolis performance of the Night Visions Tour at
State Farm Insurance Lawn in White
River State Park impacted their audience with their musical talent, visually dynamic stage and humble words

between songs.
After the opening band, The Neighborhood, had played a set, the stage
quickly transformed into a different scene: a night sky twinkling with
simulation stars and, occasionally,
a shooting star. The audience waited in hushed anticipation for Imagine Dragons to enter the stage, as
pre-recorded night sounds, in spirit
of the Night Visions Tour, played in
the background.
The band began their set with
“Round And Round,” “Amsterdam”
and ”Hear Me.” When the crowd
went wild, Dan Reynolds, lead singer, laughed and shook his head, saying, “I don’t even know how all you
people know who we are.”
The band played 13 songs, including
their hits “Radioactive” and “Demons.”
Reynolds, an energetic performer,
never failed to get the audience excited about each song.
Reynolds spoke about his personal
connection to Indiana after finishing

A new start for the Newsboys
Newsboys’ “Restart” shows
modern pop influence
Kristin Gaffney
Staff Writer

Techno beats and pop-dance melodies characterize the new Newsboys album “Restart.” This record
“is the best Newsboys record we’ve
ever penned and recorded,” drummer Duncan Phillips told the Christian Post.
The album has received positive
as well as negative attention, with
YouTube comments ranging from “I
loved this song! They played it yesterday! It touched me,” to “Come on guys!
They used to be rock, now what is this
music?!”
However, professional critiques of
“Restart” have been almost entirely positive. Mark Rice of Jesus Freak
Hideout, a Christian music website,
said “There is lots of good to say
about this album, a lot of it being
simply a full album or original, fully Christ-centered material made by
some excellent musicians.”
Emily Kjonaas of the Christian Music Zine held the position that the album may be “popular amongst the
crowds” but may not be well received
by longtime Newsboys fans. This is
most likely due to the recent shift
from a rock emphasis to pop.

The title song “Restart” begins with
a techno beat and is reminiscent of
the 2007 Fall Out Boy album “Infinity on High.” The song seems designed
as a dance track with repetitive lyrics and strong beats, and though it’s
not a deeply theological piece, it is fun
and musical. It isn’t, however, the best
choice as the album title. The chorus
is simple and shallow: “Restart, Restart, Oh Oh Oh / Restart, Restart, Oh
Oh Oh / I was lost, I was fallin’ apart /
But You came along, and You hit the
restart.” Lyrically, the album does hit
a few strong points, such as “That’s
How You Change the World” and
“We Believe.”
The Newsboys are an Australian
band that became a hit in 1994 with
the album “Going Public,” featuring
songs including “Shine” and “Spirit
Thing.” Since then, they’ve released

more than 13 albums and have had six
songs certified gold. The Newsboys
have been nominated for four Grammy awards, won five Dove awards and
have been acclaimed to be one of the
best contemporary Christian bands
of our time.
When Michael Tait, formerly of DC
Talk, replaced previous lead singer
Peter Furler in 2009, the band lost
a large portion of their fanbase. DC
Talk, however, carried its own huge
following.
The Newsboys have stayed strong
through the years, producing several new albums, the latest of which
seems thick with the desire to appeal
to young audiences.
“We want to give a product that
kids are proud of, and I don’t want
them to hide their Christian music,”
Philips said.

Album artwork by ProfiMusic

The new look Newsboys’ album “Restart” hit shelves earlier this month.

AJ Mishaka stars as Grace in “Grace Unplugged.”
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Poster by AceShowbiz

don’t even use Grace’s Christianity to
their advantage, which would make
monetary sense. It’s all lies and talk
behind closed doors. Denzel Washington and Carrie Underwood combine their faith with their work; the
film doesn’t want to explore that.
Characters like Mossy start as interesting and morally ambiguous characters and end cliched villains.
Despite some flaws, the true message of “Grace Unplugged” is clear. As
AJ Michalka said on projectinspired.
com, “You can surround yourself with

people who are not necessarily looking out for you from a godly perspective, but want you to make money, or
are using you for a certain thing, or
have a certain motive that isn’t pure.
It’s really about surrounding yourself
with fellow Christians and putting
God first—I think that is the biggest
part of this story.”
“Grace Unplugged” will be released
to select theaters on Oct. 4. Featured
songs “You Never Let Go” and “All I’ve
Ever Needed” are on iTunes, with music videos on YouTube.

one of their songs.
“My ex-girlfriend . . . she dumped
me and went to college in Indiana . . .
so I had this bitter taste in my mouth
towards Indiana. But then my best
friend came, my best friend of all
time since I was in seventh grade, he
moved to Indiana...and he loved Indiana. So then I forgave Indiana, and
now I’ve seen it for myself, and the
people here are so kind, and so full,
I love Indiana…it’s no longer the city
of my ex-girlfriend, it’s the city of my
best friends..” He could barely finish
his statement, because the crowd was
cheering so loudly.
The band finished their set with
“On Top of the World.” The audience
sang along and cheered, and Reynolds

appeared to be getting choked up towards the end of the song. When the
song was over, he spoke to the crowd:
“For some reason when we played
that last song it really took me back
to four years ago when we just started this band, and I don’t know, it just
seemed full circle in that moment,
and that was a very special feeling.”
After the band exited the stage,
the crowd didn’t stop screaming for
an encore, so the band reappeared to
sing their last number, “Nothing Left
To Say.” The crowd was left satisfied
after a powerful concert.
The next Imagine Dragons show
is on Sept. 26 at the Cynthia Woods
Mitchell Pavilion in Woodland, Texas.

Editor picks

Music: “Atlas” by Coldplay
Coldplay’s first song in two years has
been written specifically for the upcoming film “The Hunger Games:
Catching Fire.” It’s classic Coldplay:
swooning, piano-driven and cinematic. A good filler for those waiting
for the return of Katniss Everdeen in
November and Coldplay’s eventual
new album.

David Seaman
A&E Co-Editor

Movies, music, books, TV: as an Arts
& Entertainment editor, I try to keep
up with them all. There is a lot of
junk in the entertainment industry,
but there is almost always something
worth recommending. Here are some
for this week:

Movies: “Prisoners”
Opening this Friday, “Prisoners” stars
Hugh Jackman as a carpenter and father desperate to find his kidnapped
daughter and her friend. Feeling that
the law has failed to help, Jackman’s
character decides to take matters into
his own hands. The trailer makes the
film look like more than a vengeance
picture, and Jackman has been impressive lately in movies such as “The
Wolverine” and “Les Miserables.” With
an all-star cast that includes Jake Gyllenhaal, Terrence Howard, Paul Dano
and more, this looks like a surefire hit.

Poster by Brad Brevet

“Prisoners” opens September 20.

Album Artwork by DirectLyrics

Coldplay debuts “Atlas.”

TV: “Breaking Bad”
If you haven’t been keeping up with
Walter White’s illegal empire, you
definitely should be. The last few episodes have been an emotional thrill
ride, bringing nail-biting suspense
along with some of the finest acting to
date from stars Bryan Cranston and
Aaron Paul. Will Mr. White finally get
what’s coming to him? More importantly, will his loved ones come out
alive? There are only two episodes
left before the acclaimed AMC drama
ends, so be sure to watch on Sundays.

Image by ScreenCrush

“Breaking Bad”’s season winds down.

OPINIONS

God put every one of us right here at this time in a
place that is hurting. Now he’s sitting back and asking
us, “What are you going to do?”
It’s time to take off the blinders
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Bye-bye, iOS pie: the day skeuomorphism died

been fun.
As many of you are likely aware, Apple released the latest version of its
Opinions Editor
mobile operating system Wednesday,
I will be the first to admit I’m usual- prompting iPhone users to download
ly behind the times when it comes the update en mass. I would not preto adopting the latest technological sume to give you my opinion of the
trends. My household didn’t have a software, as I have yet to personally
working computer for much of my use it. According to the descriptions
childhood and my mother had a I have read over the past few weeks,
Facebook account long before I did. Apple has made some interesting and
Google held no place in my life unSkeuomorphism is a term used
til high school, and my television has
to describe graphical elements
cathode ray tubes. I’m not a Luddite.
I find technology fascinating and
of interface design that reference
have followed its progress with exreal world counterparts.
citement most of my life. I just take
my sweet time actually adopting it for useful improvements, and feedback
my own use.
seems to be positive thus far. HowevMy old cell phone lasted four years er, I am hesitant to download it.
and died a slow, agonizing death.
I’m not so worried about the minor
Although I had little urge to get a glitches expected at the launch of any
smartphone, I was frustrated by the software. Apple will work these out in
declining quality of traditional cell short order, and it’s unlikely I would
phones. By pure stubbornness, I was even notice them. No, my hangup is
able to keep my old phone on life sup- purely aesthetic.
port until the release of the iPhone
The new operating system is mere5, and thus beginning my brief stint ly the latest and greatest example
on the cutting edge of technology. It’s of a trend that has been growing
for awhile: the elimination of skeuomorphisms from user interfaces.
Skeuomorphism is a term used to
describe graphical elements of interface design that reference real world

Hanson Reed

counterparts. Examples include a
virtual calculator with buttons that
look like they belong on, well, a calculator, or a way to leave reminders
in the form of digital sticky notes.
Apple has long been associated with
such designs thanks in large part to
Steve Jobs’ leadership, but things
are changing.
Jony Ive took over the development
of iOS last fall, and the result is what
many purists have been asking for:
the death of skeuomorphism, at least
on their mobile platform. Many view
the concept that the digital world
should visually reference the real
world as clunky and outdated. They
favor a flat, simplified mode of design.
Gone are the days when your virtual notepad looked like a yellow legal
pad and your virtual calendar looked
like a classic spiral bound. Gone are
the highlights and shadows that seem
to make buttons and icons bulge off
the screen.
It’s a brave new world.
I’m not here to bash the new operating system. I’m quite sure it is the
innovative step forward we would expect. I am not even trying to single
out Apple. Other softwares have been
moving this direction for quite some
time. Apple merely produced some
of the most iconic (pun intended)

examples of skeuomorphisms, and
held out longer as developers including Microsoft and Google embraced
a flat design concept.
Maybe the new way of things
really is better and simpler. I’m not
a software designer. I just know I like
how everything on my iPhone seems
to pop off the screen. I like how the
apps look like real-world tools. To
me, it’s appealing, comfortable
and beautiful.

I’m sure I will assimilate into the
new environment in time. I will become attached to its bits of genius
and artistic flourish. I will type into
a simple text file, remembering fondly
the old times when I would jot down
ideas in script font on a digital legal pad.
But for today, I’m holding out.
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Students bonding over dinner in the DC

Stop complaining,
start building
Hannah Haney

Life & Times Co-Editor

It seems like you can’t go a day without hearing someone mention their
distaste for the intentional community here. I’m just starting my sophomore year, and I’ve heard people talk
about how they don’t want to eat with
their wing, they don’t want to sit with
their floor in chapel, etc.
Call me weird, but I think there is
some wisdom in sitting with your
wing at the DC and in chapel.
Acts 2:42 says, “And they (the Christians) devoted themselves to the
apostles’ teaching and the fellowship,
to the breaking of the bread and to
prayer.” The early Christians devoted themselves to the Gospel message
that the disciples were sharing (good),
fellowship with one another (also
good), prayer (definitely good), and
the breaking of the bread. Hmmm . . .
seems like breaking bread was a pretty important part of their faith. In fact,
in Greek, the words “fellowship” and
“breaking of the bread” were linked
together in such a way that they were
considered simultaneous activities.
I don’t know about you guys, but
if I didn’t have to eat, I might never stop moving. There are so many
things to do! I’m constantly running
around. But because I do need to eat,
I go to the DC three times a day, and

I sit with the wonderful women of
Second North English. And we bond.
Don’t ask me to prove it scientifically,
but something happens when a group
of people get together around a table
and eat. Jesus almost always ate with
his disciples. I know I want their kind
of intentional community.
In case you haven’t picked up on
this, community is important. God
placed you with the roommate(s)
you have and put you on your wing or
your floor for a reason. He knew that
where you are right now is where you
need to be. You can complain about
sitting with the people you live with
or you can invest in that community.
Hebrews 10:24-25 says “And let us
consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds, not
giving up meeting together, as some
are in the habit of doing, but encouraging one another—and all the more
as you see the Day approaching.”
We all want to encourage one another in our endeavors, and we can’t
do that if we stop meeting together.
Please don’t stop meeting with the
people you live with. Encourage one
another. Build each other up. Form
relationships. If we all had a good
attitude and gave this intentional community thing our best effort,
maybe we wouldn’t complain in the
first place.

It’s time to take
off the blinders
Hannah Haney

Life & Times Co-Editor

Community Plunge starts out our
school year. TWO (Taylor World Outreach) Chapel enlightens us on the
different organizations that give us
service opportunities. Red Barn is
just down the road. Taylor takes community service very seriously. We all
get a Taylor towel when we graduate
to remind us to keep a servant’s heart
as we go out into the world.
If that’s the case, explain why we
put our blinders on every time we
take a step off this campus. Explain
why we ignore the broken houses we
pass on our way to Ivanhoe’s or to get
a Polar Pop. We go on spring break
and Lighthouse trips to help those
hurting overseas, and that’s great, because they need help too. But we ignore the hurting that’s all around us.
And not just the hurting in Upland
or Muncie. We ignore the hurting on
this campus. Take one look at the
“Taylor Confessions” Facebook page
and tell me there is no hurting on
this campus.
God put every one of us right here
at this time in a place that is hurting. Now he’s sitting back and asking us, “What are you going to do?”
And what is our response? We ignore
the suffering and hurting surrounding us on all sides and we live like

nothing is wrong here and everything
is wrong overseas.
The truth is, those towels we get at
graduation should already be filthy
and threadbare due to how much we
used them our four years here.
What does this kind of service look
like? It looks like us doing the less
glamorous jobs. It looks like scrubbing floors and uprooting tree trunks
or weeding someone’s yard simply
because we can. It looks like serving
without searching for applause. It
looks like going out and just listening
to someone’s story—someone in the
community or someone on campus.
Let’s not forget on campus. This
campus hurts a lot. One of the greatest things about going to a Christian
college is being able to be vulnerable with one another without fear of
judgement. Proverbs 27:17 says, “As
iron sharpens iron, so one person
sharpens another.” Often, we hide our
hurts and act like our lives are completely together. But I can guarantee
you that every single person on this
campus hurts.
I implore you to take off your blinders. Open your eyes. Will it hurt? Yes.
But I promise it will be worth it.
There are enough of us that we can
make a massive difference within this
campus and this community. We just
need to start.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
Hanson_Reed@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“We got some momentum. It’s good to get that
first win in the books; it couldn’t come at a
better time with conference starting Friday.”
Men’s soccer dominates
Michigan-Dearborn
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Men’s soccer dominates Michigan-Dearborn
Adam Kelly

kept the ball a lot, defended well and ball right away and used it to their a free kick by Danny Crawley in the
didn’t give up too many shots,” said advantage, putting pressure on the 81st minute.
Sports Writer
head coach Gary Ross. “The effort, Wolverine defense. Players fired 19
Taylor dominated every category
he Taylor men’s soccer pressure and the goals by Timmy shots in the game and 10 of those on of the game, beating the Wolverines
team got its first win of (Miller) make us feel better about all goal. Taylor also tallied 11 corners to in time of possession, shots (19-1)
the season, 4-0, over the the stuff we did right.”
help maintain the pressure on the and corners (11-2). Fouls got heavy
University of MichiganThe Trojans came into the contest Wolverines.
in the second half with four yellow
Junior forward Tim Miller led the cards being pulled out against the
D e a r b o r n ( U M D ) with a chip on their shoulder,
Wolverines Wednesday night at New hoping to get that first win of the attack for the Trojans, scoring three Wolverines. Michigan committed
season, and they took control early. goals to complete a hat trick. Senior 18 fouls while Taylor committed
Stadium.
“We did what we wanted to do; we They maintained possession of the defender Kevin Miller added the only five.
final goal.
Injuries have plagued the Trojans in
The Trojans took the lead with 12 recent weeks, but the team is getting
minutes left in the first half on Tim healthier. Junior midfielder Giovanny
Miller’s first goal. Three minutes into Guthro was able to log some quality
the second stanza, Tim Miller fired minutes in his first game back from
a shot to the left corner off an assist an injury.
from sophomore Caleb Bouchier to
“The win was good,” Tim Miller said.
make the score 2-0.
“We got some momentum. It’s good
In the 79th minute, Tim Miller to get that first win in the books; it
headed the ball into the net off of couldn’t come at a better time with
a corner kick to complete his hat conference starting Friday.”
trick. Kevin Miller put the game out
The Trojans start conference play
			 Photography by Timothy P. Reithmiller
of reach on a header of his own off at Marian tonight at 7:30 p.m.

T

Junior Tim Miller strikes his second goal of the game Wednesday night.

PREVIEW
Football (1-1)
Schedule

9/21 Lane (H) 1:00 p.m.
9/28 William Penn (H) 1:00 p.m.
10/12 Concordia (H) 1:00 p.m.
10/19 Robert Morris (A) 1:00 p.m.

Volleyball (9-6, 6-1)
Schedule

9/20 Goshen (H) 7:00 p.m.
9/21 Mt. Vernon Nazarene (A) 3:00 p.m.
10/1 IU-East (A) 7:00 p.m.
10/4 Indiana Wesleyan (H) 7:00 p.m

Men’s Soccer (1-5-2)
Schedule

9/20 Marian (A) 7:30 p.m.
9/25 Bethel (H) 7:00 p.m.
9/28 Mt. Vernon Nazarene (H) 7:00 p.m.
10/1 Spring Arbor (A) 7:00 p.m.

Women’s Soccer
(7-1)

Tennis
Women’s cross country ranked
teams fall highest in team history
to rival
IWU on
Wednesday

Schedule

9/21 Huntington (H) 7:00 p.m.
9/24 Grace (A) 4:00 p.m.
9/28 Saint Francis (A) 7:00 p.m.
10/2 Marian (H) 7:00 p.m.

competitors in the Trojans’ opening
“We have had a great start to the Men’s Tennis
meet, the Olivet Nazarene Midwest season,” White said. “Being ranked (1-5, 1-5)
Classic on Sept. 6.
15th is something to celebrate.
Women’s cross country earned its
The meet included multiple However, there is one word we are Schedule
highest ranking in Taylor history nationally-ranked teams, led by No. focusing on this year: finish. We 9/21 Indiana Tech (H) 9:00 a.m.
Bethel (H) 2:00 p.m.
Wednesday as the Trojans jumped 3 Olivet Nazarene. With a time of will allow this ranking to serve as a 9/21
9/24 Northwestern Ohio (A) 3:00 p.m.
to No. 15 in the first NAIA Top 25 Poll 18:52.12, Schroder helped the Trojans foundation, but it is about performing
well through the end. The goal is not
of the regular season.
place second overall.
“We are ready to go to nationals,”
Schroder wasn’t alone in the top to get to nationals, it is to perform
said head coach Quinn White, “and 10, as junior Elaine Schmeltz placed well at nationals.”
Women’s Tennis
Steve Nafziger
we believe that this team can do it.”
seventh with a time of 19:17.70 and
This performance proved to be (5-2, 4-2)
With a total of 161 points, the freshman Anna Meyer finished 10th key, helping the Trojans earn their
Sports Writer
Trojans began the 2013 season ranked with a time of 19:25.83. Overall, the No. 15 ranking. Previously, the team’s Schedule
Bethel (H) 2:00 p.m.
The Taylor men’s and women’s No. 22 in the NAIA preseason poll Trojans ended with seven top-20 highest ranking was No. 17. The 9/21
9/24 Northwestern Ohio (A) 3:00 p.m.
tennis teams fell to the rival Indiana released Aug. 28. Other Crossroads placements, as juniors Jenna Norris team now looks to move forward, 9/26 Cedarville (A) 4:00 p.m.
Wesleyan Wildcats this week. The teams joining Taylor atop the polls (13th) Allison Steinbeck (14th), preparing for a chance to perform
men finished with a final score of 8-1, were Huntington University, ranked freshman Kerigan Riley (16th) and on the national stage.
while the women claimed two singles at No.18, and Indiana Wesleyan sophomore Sarina Oleson (20th)
“We have purposely scheduled Men’s Cross
victories but fell short 7-2.
also receiving votes, giving the added to the Trojans’ success.
tough courses,” White said. “We Country
Schroder’s time of 18:52.12 is the want an opportunity to compete
“We have work to do, but it is clear Crossroads League multiple national
that we have the potential to improve,” representations.
12th-fastest in program history, while at the highest level. Every practice, Schedule
said women’s head coach Jini Morgan.
The Trojans got off to a mind- the team time of 96:51.93 is now the every course, it’s all to prepare us for 9/20 Indiana Intercollegiates
10/5 Louisville Classic
The women battled hard, keeping blowing start when freshman Hannah sixth-best team total in the Trojan the end.”
most matches closely contested. The Schroder placed first among 125 record books.
two victories came from freshman
Sarah Smith in the No. 4 singles spot,
Women’s Cross
as she won in three sets (6-3, 2-6, 1-0)
Country
and senior Tara Gnagy in the No. 6
Schedule
singles spot as she beat her opponent
9/20 Indiana Intercollegiates
7-6, 6-2.
Jeff Yoder
10/12 Pre-nationals
“I am very proud of the heart our
Sports Editor
girls showed in our match against
IWU,” Morgan said. “We won on two Less than a week ago, the Bethel
Men’s Golf
singles courts and pressed them on Pilots defeated the Indiana Wesleyan
Schedule
two other singles courts.”
(IWU) Wildcats to take the top spot in
10/7 Taylor U. Fall Invitational
At No. 2 singles, freshman Kather- the Crossroads League and remain
ine Marquez won her first set 6-4, but the only unbeaten team in conference.
then lost a close set 5-7 and was de- The Taylor volleyball team wasn’t
feated on a ten point tie-break third fazed, however, going on to win three
Women’s Golf
set. The Wildcats swept the Trojans consecutives sets against the Pilots
Schedule
in the three doubles matches, but last night to cruise to a 3-1 upset.
9/27 IWU Invitational
Taylor played tough the entire match.
“We just took some time between
10/4 Saint Francis Invitational
The men’s lone victory came from the first and second set to refocus on
			 Photography by Timothy P. Reithmiller
Trojans celebrate following a 2nd set victory Wednesday night against Bethel.
No. 6 singles, where freshman Chris our goals for the match,” said head
Robbins, in a 7-6(5), 6-4 win, got his coach Holly Motheral. “We responded rallied to score seven of the final nine notched 29 digs, while DeHoogh was
second victory in three starts.
and our preparation this week really points en route to a second set victory, second on the team with 19 digs.
IWU took an early 3-0 lead as the showed in those final three sets.”
27-25.
The Trojans are now 9-6 on the
doubles teams swept the Trojans, inThe Trojans are on fire, winning
Sets three and four were Taylor’s as season, 6-1 in conference play and NEWS STORIES/ PHOTOS
cluding a tightly-contested 8-6 loss five straight matches and seven of the Trojans jumped to a controlling tied with IWU atop the Crossroads
QR READER
at the No. 3 spot by seniors Camer- their last eight, all 3-1 or 3-0. Apart 21-13 lead in set three before winning League standings.
on Boehning and Brad Caldwell. The from Taylor’s one loss (0-3) to IWU on 25-22. The final set followed suit as
The Trojans look to continue
Wildcats also claimed the top five sin- Sept. 6, the Trojans haven’t lost in the TU pulled away and never let up, their hot streak tonight as they host
gles spots. Sophomore Carter Perry month of September.
finishing 25-17.
conference opponent Goshen College
was the only Trojan to force three sets
After losing the first set and trailing
Senior Ashlyn DeHoogh recorded a in Odle Arena at 7 p.m.
in those top five spots.
late in the second set, the Trojans team-high 17 kills. Junior Kelsey Carr
“We need to improve on the execution of fundamental skills, and we
Scan with QR reader Scan by QR Code City
need to get tougher mentally so that
we can play our best in close matchAthlete of the Week
es,” said men’s head coach Don Taylor.
The women’s squad was slated
to play Thursday afternoon against
Grace but the match was postponed
due to weather.

Caitlin Vukorpa
Sports Writer

Volleyball eases past Pilots

The Echo Sports

Dani Goecke

The men will be back in action
tomorrow at 9 a.m. as they host
Indiana Tech, while the women
look to bounce back tomorrow at
2 p.m. as they host Bethel College.
For more information go to:
TheEchoNews.com/sports

Year

Junior

Hometown

Indianapolis

Position

Forward

Nickname

Dandawg

Favorite Soccer Memory

Getting to share the love of Jesus and spread
the joy of soccer in Costa Rica with the team

Pump up song

Yhwh by W.L.A.K

Key Stat

Hat trick in last game

Photography by Josh Adams

